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University of Oxford visual identity guidelines

Our global brand
The University of Oxford is one of the
world’s leading academic institutions and
one of the oldest, with a unique heritage
that dates back to the 11th century. Today 		
its reputation, like its longevity, reflects a
deep and abiding commitment to excellence
in every area of teaching and research.
As a result of that commitment, the
University enriches international, national
and regional communities in countless ways:
through the fruits of its research and the
skills of its alumni, through sharing academic
and cultural resources, and by publishing
outstanding materials in many formats for
learning and study.
The University is also an immensely diverse
institution with 38 colleges and 6 permanent
private halls. It boasts a remarkable range of
centres of knowledge and expertise, with
the Bodleian Library and the Ashmolean
Museum among its many architectural
and cultural treasures.

Oxford’s sheer diversity and dynamism
present major challenges and rich
opportunities when it comes to
communicating to worldwide audiences
its achievements and aspirations, its
relevance and its rationale. It must do
so in a rapidly changing and increasingly
competitive global environment. So we
need to innovate but we also need to be
consistent, for those many audiences to
have a clear and deepening sense of who
we are and what we stand for. In visual
terms a key element of that process is
to use our well-established identity in
a coherent and consistent manner.
These guidelines are intended to help
achieve that. We hope you will find them
useful and informative.

...we need to innovate but we also
need to be consistent, for those
many audiences to have a clear and
deepening sense of who we are and
what we stand for.
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Unique visual identity
The University of Oxford needs to present
a consistent identity to ensure instant
recognition of our global brand among
a wide variety of audiences around
the world.

It is therefore in our shared interest to
ensure that the messages from Oxford
University achieve the greatest prominence,
recognition and relevance by using all the
communication skills at our disposal.

Our visual identity is the graphic
expression of who we are and what
we represent. It has a major role to play
in promoting a consistent and positive
image of the University.

By applying these visual identity guidelines,
we can all make our communications clear,
consistent and professional. Together,
we will be able to convey and promote
the academic excellence and cultural
significance of the University of Oxford.

The concerted application of our unique
visual identity has even greater
significance in the modern world where
communication systems have evolved
to provide instant global messaging.
Individuals now receive an extraordinary
number of messages every day through 		
a wide variety of media.
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These guidelines provide the tools to create
a necessary visual uniformity among the
rich diversity that is contained within the
University of Oxford.
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Effective communications
Our brand is who we are and what we
represent, while our visual identity allows us
to express our University brand and engage
with a wide variety of audiences through
effective communications.
Now more than ever it is essential that all
our communications – whether in print,
online or in any other graphic medium –
conform to the same visual identity.
Only then can we be assured of presenting
a unified brand in keeping with the
international standing of the University.

To be successful our messages must follow
three key principles:
Clarity
All our communications must be clear and
consistent in terms of the visual and verbal
messaging they convey. Such clarity and
consistency ensures the instant recognition
of Oxford University.
Impact
Strong visual icons such as the Oxford logo
and our distinctive colour, Oxford blue,
deliver great visual impact that we can
enhance through dramatic imagery, dynamic
design and powerful language.
Inspiration
Over the centuries, the University of Oxford
has achieved widespread recognition for its
many attributes. Today, we must continue
to develop and promote the University’s
academic and cultural standing as we seek
to realise our potential and inspire a new
generation.
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Using these guidelines
The clear expression and instant recognition
of the University of Oxford brand depends
upon the consistent application of key visual
elements that combine to create our unique
identity.
By providing examples of correct usage,
this guide aims to clarify and simplify the
process of selecting and positioning these
key elements.
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Oxford blue
No other university in the world is
associated with such a well-known colour
as Oxford blue: Pantone 282 provides the
official colour reference for this distinctive
dark blue.

Therefore, as well as enabling us to achieve
a strong visual identity, these guidelines
will save time and resources as we seek to
convey essential messages promoting all
aspects of the University.

Typefaces
For clarity and consistency the typeface for
all professional communications, including
commercially printed materials, is Foundry
Sterling. For communications such as the
text of letters and memos, the preferred
alternative typeface is Arial, while for web
and other digital applications the preferred
typeface is PT Sans. See page 22.

The Oxford logo
The cornerstone of any visual identity is its
logo. The primary Oxford University logo 		
is the quadrangle logo. This contains the
name of the University together with the
belted crest device.

NOTE
Our identifying graphic elements are extremely
valuable assets that are recognised throughout
the world. For this reason they must only be
used in the specific ways outlined in these
guidelines and not modified in any way.

Visit the online branding
toolkit to download Oxford logo
variations, the Foundry Sterling
font plus Word and PowerPoint
artwork templates.
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit
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The Oxford logo
At the heart of our visual identity is the Oxford logo.
It should appear on everything we produce, from
letterheads to leaflets and from online banners to
bookmarks.
The primary quadrangle logo consists of an Oxford blue
(Pantone 282) square with the words UNIVERSITY OF
OXFORD at the foot and the belted crest in the top
right-hand corner reversed out in white.

Quadrangle Logo

This is the square
logo of first
choice or primary
Oxford logo.

The word OXFORD is a specially drawn typeface while all
other text elements use the typeface Foundry Sterling.
The secondary version of the Oxford logo, the horizontal
rectangle logo, is only to be used where height (vertical
space) is restricted.
These standard versions of the Oxford logo are intended
for use on white or light-coloured backgrounds, including
light uncomplicated photographic backgrounds.
Examples of how these logos should be used for various
applications appear in the following pages.
NOTE
The minimum size for the quadrangle logo and the
rectangle logo is 24mm wide. Smaller versions with
bolder elements are available for use down to 15mm
wide. See page 7.

Rectangle Logo

The rectangular
secondary Oxford
logo is for use only
where height is
restricted.
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The Oxford logo: keyline
These versions of the quadrangle logo and
rectangle logo have been modified with
the addition of a white keyline border to
enhance visibility.
They have been designed for use only
on dark backgrounds, including dark
photographic backgrounds, as in these
examples where the keyline provides
greater clarity.
NOTE
Do not use these keyline Oxford logos on
white or light backgrounds where standard
Oxford logos must be used.

Keyline quadrangle logo

Keyline logos are
for use only on dark
backgrounds and
dark or complex
picture backgrounds.

Keyline rectangle logo
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The Oxford logo: small
Small versions of the quadrangle logo and
rectangle logo, in both standard and keyline
versions, are also available.

Small Quadrangle Logo

These small Oxford logos feature emboldened
elements for clear reproduction at small sizes
and therefore need to be used when space is
too restricted to allow the use of the larger
versions.

Small Rectangle Logo

The maximum size for these small versions of
the Oxford logo is 23mm wide. The minimum
size for these small versions is 15mm wide.
NOTE
Do not use any small versions of the Oxford
logo any wider than 23mm. The standard
versions of the logo should be used for widths
greater than 23mm.

Small Keyline Quadrangle Logo

Small Oxford logos
should only be used
where space will
not allow use of the
standard logos.

Small Keyline Rectangle Logo
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The Oxford logo: colour
Wherever possible the Oxford logo must appear
in the University colour: Oxford blue (Pantone 282
and its CMYK and RGB equivalents. See page 20).

Oxford Blue

However, there are circumstances where the
accurate reproduction of the logo in Oxford blue is
not possible. These include print media where only
black ink is available, such as press advertisements,
or black and white laser printing.
In these circumstances, the use of the Oxford logo
in black is permitted. However, it is important to
use the special black artwork versions, as use of
the Oxford blue artwork versions could result in
a half-tone grey.
Special Pantone ink, CMYK and black-only artwork
is available for all versions of the Oxford logo.
University staff can download Oxford logo artwork
files from the Downloads section of the online
branding toolkit.
NOTE
Do not print letterheads in colour on a laser or
inkjet printer as the colour of the Oxford logo will
not be correct. Please print in black using only the
specific black artwork versions of the logo.
Online branding toolkit:		
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit
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The Oxford logo: exclusion zone
The Oxford logo is protected by an invisible exclusion
zone where no graphic material other than the
background should appear. This is to ensure that the
logo remains free from visual interference and stands
out clearly.
The exclusion zone should be a minimum of 0.3x where
‘x’ is the height of the logo for both the quadrangle
logo and the rectangle logo.
Similarly, the minimum distance from the cut or folded
edge of any brochure or document to which the logo is
applied should also allow a minimum gap of 0.3x.

Exclusion zones

0.3x

0.3x

0.3x

0.3x

x
0.3x

More than the
0.3x zone may be
needed to ensure
well-balanced
design.

0.3x

x
0.3x
0.3x

The rectangle
logo should only
be used where
vertical space
is restricted.

There may well be instances where the logo needs to
be positioned further than this minimum distance from
format edges to ensure well-balanced design.
The only exception to the exclusion zone is in the case
of partner branding – see page 10.
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The Oxford logo: partner brands
The only exception to the 0.3x exclusion zone rule
is when the Oxford logo needs to appear next to a
‘partner brand’ logo, such as college logos or other
identifying logos and symbols.

Partnership branding
0.1x

In this case, the exclusion zone between the two
logos can be reduced up to 0.1x as in these examples.

x

NOTE
Ideally the Oxford logo should appear to the right of
the partner logo. However, in some circumstances
it might be appropriate to have the Oxford logo
positioned to the left of the partner logo or other
identifying symbol.

When partner
branding is used,
the exclusion zone
between the two
brand marks can be
reduced up to 0.1x.
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The Oxford logo: placement
Logo placement examples

Ideally the quadrangle logo should be positioned top
right, although there may be times when placement
on the left is the only sensible option.
in association with

Here are some examples of recommended
placement for the quadrangle logo and, where
vertical space is restricted, the rectangle logo.

Advice, training and support in the use
of digital technologies for crowdsourcing,
public engagement and impact.
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Central placement of the logo should generally be
avoided, unless there is no other option due to the
narrow width of the item being branded.

Run a
Community
Collection
online with
RunCoCo

To view further information about the
University’s year in review, including
video interviews and slideshows, visit:

www.ox.ac.uk/annual-review
For further information please contact:
The University of Oxford
Public Affairs Directorate
University Offices
Wellington Square
Oxford OX1 2JD

Annual Review 2012/13
BY-SA] http://europeana1914-1918.eu
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Telephone: +44 (0)1865 270010
Email: information.office@admin.ox.ac.uk
Website: www.ox.ac.uk/publicaffairs

This

item

Photography
Oxford University Images: Greg Smolonski: front cover (main image);
Rob Judges: front cover (inset, second from left), p. 5 (right), p. 8 (bottom
right), p. 10 (main image), p. 12 (centre row, second from right), p. 14 (left);
John Cairns: front cover (inset, second from right), p. 3, p. 6, p. 7 (left),
p. 12 (top row, left, second from left, third from left, and centre row, left);
Phil Sayer: p. 12 (centre row, second from left, third from right); David Fisher:
p. 14 (right)
Lucie Bodevin [CC BY-SA]

http://europeana1914-1918.eu

Other images: Villiers Steyn/Shutterstock: front cover (inset, top left) and p. 4;
Oxford University Public Affairs: front cover (inset, top right), p. 5 (top left),
p. 9; Quintin Lake: inside front cover; Jan Stefka/Flickr: p. 5 (bottom left);
Mike Peckett: p. 8 (left); Oxford University Museum of Natural History: p. 8
(centre); Scott Billings: p. 8 (top right); Ryan Cowan: p. 10 (inset image);
Rhodes Trust: p. 11 (left); Lee Atherton/Rhodes Trust: p. 11 (right); British
Library: p. 12 (top row, second from right); Studio 8 Ltd/Clark Wiseman: p. 12
(bottom row, second from left); Keith Barnes: p. 12 (bottom row, third from
right)
Giving to Oxford insert: all Oxford University Images (Greg Smolonski, Rob
Judges, Phil Sayer)
Produced by the University of Oxford Public Affairs Directorate, 2013
Designed by University of Oxford Design Studio

www.campaign.ox.ac.uk

The placement of the Oxford logo will always require
judgement by the designer.
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The Oxford logo: examples
• Oxford is the oldest English-speaking university in the world.
• Oxford has educated 26 British Prime Ministers and at least 30 additional world leaders.
• Oxford’s Bodleian Libraries consist of more than 100 separate libraries, with a combined collection
of more than 11 million printed items and 50,000 e-journals.
• Oxford is linked to over 50 Nobel Prize winners.
• Oxford is home to more than 9,800 talented graduate students representing 147 different nationalities.
• Oxford is ranked first in the UK and joint second in the world in the Times Higher Education Supplement’s
World University Rankings 2012–13.
• Oxford is about 60 miles (90km) north-west of London – only an hour away from Heathrow Airport and
90 minutes from Gatwick Airport.

www.graduate.ox.ac.uk

GeorGe Centre
for HealtHcare
InnovatIon

2014 –15

Undergraduate
Prospectus
2014 Entry

the vision of the
centre is to create the
world’s pre-eminent
translational research
facility devoted to
the provision of
safe, effective and
affordable healthcare,
especially for those
in resource-poor
settings. In addition
to its research and
capacity development
programmes,
conducted around the
globe but particularly
in India and china,
the centre hosts the
oxford Healthcare
Innovation Summit.

cover - separate file

2014 – 1 5

ContaCt Details

Newsletter and leaflet

Graduate
Prospectus

GradUate ProsPectUs

Graduate Admissions and Funding
www.graduate.ox.ac.uk/ask
Tel: +44 (0)1865 270059 (admissions)
Tel: +44 (0)1865 280487 (funding)

Brochure and prospectus

University of oxford

Here and on the
following pages
are some examples
showing the
Did you know?
appropriate
use
of the Oxford logo
for a wide variety
of
applications.
Contact
details

You can contact the Graduate
Admissions and Funding Team:
Online: www.graduate.ox.ac.uk/ask
Phone enquiries (admissions):
+44 (0)1865 270059
Phone enquiries (funding):
+44 (0)1865 280487
@oxfordgradstudy
www.facebook.com/oxfordgradstudy

Join us at:
www.graduate.ox.ac.uk/socialmedia

www.graduate.ox.ac.uk

www.ox.ac.uk/study

THE YELLOW LINES ARE CUTTER GUIDES ONLY
AND SHOULD BE REMOVED
www.facebook.com/the.university.of.oxford
(see separate layer)

EssEntial
hEalthcarE

affordablE hEalth
tEchnologiEs

every year, millions of people are killed
or disabled by preventable and treatable
diseases and injuries, in large part because
of deficiencies in the delivery of healthcare.

Modern healthcare technology is
expensive and beyond the reach of
millions of people, especially those in
resource-poor settings.

This programme focuses on the development
of effective and affordable models of healthcare
delivery, especially aimed at managing the
growing epidemics of chronic disease and
injuries. Specifically, it aims to:

This programme aims to identify effective
and affordable technologies – both drugs
and devices – for disadvantaged populations
in resource-constraint settings.

• provide accurate and balanced assessments
of global and regional healthcare needs
• formulate and evaluate affordable prevention
strategies

www.youtube.com/Oxford

• formulate and evaluate affordable treatment
strategies
• facilitate the implementation of proven
healthcare delivery solutions

iTunes or http://itunes.ox.ac.uk

le
anythi ng is possib

www.twitter.com/UniofOxford

• the Centre will also work with other partners
to create investment-ready technologies that
are likely to provide effective and affordable
solutions to the health care delivery challenges
facing the world in the 21st century

www.georgecentre.ox.ac.uk
GeorgeCentre.indd 1

FOLD

Programme of events

The Oxford logo
works particularly
well on a clean
white background.

Help our
feathered
friends...
…and the furry and scaly ones!
Departments and colleges are working
hard to protect and enhance local
wildlife. We’ve got a sustainablymanaged farm, lovely woods and
beautiful parks.
Visit the Oxford Botanic Garden
www.botanic-garden.ox.ac.uk
Stroll in the University Parks
www.parks.ox.ac.uk
Walk in Wytham Woods
www.wytham.ox.ac.uk
FAI Farm
http://faifarms.co.uk

www.alumniweekend.ox.ac.uk

FOLD

We can help you
The Sustainability Team provides a wide
range of sustainability services:
Energy & water audits on request
Energy & water saving advice
Swap Shop, Lab Swap, Plant Swap and Sports Swap
Posters, leaflets & factsheets
EcoFinance – sign up to University’s sustainability e-news
EcoReps – how to become a sustainability champion
in your department
Travel advice
Get in touch for information and support
on sustainability issues:
Harriet Waters
Head of Environmental
Sustainability
T: 01865 278769
E: harriet.waters@
admin.ox.ac.uk

Kate aydin
Sustainability
Engagement Manager
T: 01865 278788
E: kate.aydin@
admin.ox.ac.uk

alan Wood
Energy Manager
T: 01865 278780
E: alan.wood@
admin.ox.ac.uk

ed Wigzell
Sustainable Travel Officer
T: 01865 288782
E: edward.wigzell@
admin.ox.ac.uk

JonatHan Walford
Assistant Energy
Engineer
T: 01865 278779
E: jonathan.walford
@admin.ox.ac.uk

andrea isHam
Energy Assistant
T: 01865 288580
E: andrea.isham@
admin.ox.ac.uk

Environmental
Sustainability
What we do to green the spires

The Sustainability Team supports the University community
to protect and enhance the environment in all its activities.

Our Biodiversity Toolkit shows how staff and
students can get involved with wildlife projects,
gardening and local organic food growing:
www.admin.ox.ac.uk/estates/environment/
biodiversity
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• the Centre’s first challenge is to create
capacity in this area and to identify and
support innovators who are focused on the
development of frugal technologies

Printed by Oxuniprint Ltd on Cocoon 100% FSC recycled paper,
using vegetable inks. April 2013.

www.admin.ox.ac.uk/estates/environment

16/07/2012 15:50
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The Oxford logo: examples
Advertising

Posters

21st Century
– the last century
of youth?
The new world population

Looking for a stunning photograph?
From its unique architectural heritage to images of academics, staff and students, University
of Oxford Images is a new online image library which brings together Oxford’s rich visual
identity into one easily-searchable database. The images are available to members of the collegiate
University at a reduced rate and to the wider world at a competitive commercial rate.

www.universityofoxfordimages.co.uk

images

Professor Sarah Harper
Director of the Oxford Institute
of Population Ageing

International
Summer
Schools

Come and find out what Oxford is really like

Friday
Thursday 27 June |
Wednesday 26 June |

Creative Writing
English Literature
History, Politics & Society
n International Human Rights Law
n International Politics
n Theology
n
n
n

20 September

... all the people I met were
incredibly welcoming, understanding
and informative. This open day has
definitely confirmed that I want
to apply to Oxford!
Feedback from 2012

Come to our 2013 open days and make up
your own mind about Oxford.

in association with

Don’t worry if you can’t get to an open day! You are still
welcome to visit any time. Individual colleges and departments
run additional events throughout the year. ox.ac.uk/ugvisit

^

Tuesday 13 March 2012, at 6.45pm
Church House, Westminster, SW1
Details and booking at:
www.ox.ac.uk/oxfordlondonlecture

www.conted.ox.ac.uk/summerschools

ox.ac.uk/opendays

email: summerschools@conted.ox.ac.uk
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The Oxford logo: examples
Folders

Printed folders and other 		
branded conference items 		
are available to order.
www.ox.ac.uk/conferenceitems

University Offices Wellington Square Oxford OX1 2JD
Tel: +44 (0)1865 270410 Fax: +44 (0)1865 280569
sarah.escritt@admin.ox.ac.uk

Employment Solicitor

Ms Sarah Escritt
LEGAL SERVICES
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The Oxford logo: examples
Livery

Signage

External Sign Design Guidelines
are available from Estates Services.
To view guidelines go to Exhibitions
and Signage in the branding toolkit.
ESTATES

ESTATES

ESTATES

ESTATES

Online branding toolkit:		
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit
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The Oxford logo: examples
Webpages
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The Oxford logo: examples
Social media

Video and animation ident
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The Oxford logo: what not to do
The strength of Oxford’s logo is
dependent on its consistent application,
which means that the correct logo
artwork must always be used without
any modifications or additions.
As well as not modifying or adding to the
logo in any way, you should always retain
the original proportions when resizing
the logo to avoid distorting the image.

Correct use of the logo

Incorrect use of the logo

Here are some examples of
how NOT to use the logo,
featuring a variety of errors
that debase our visual
identity and ultimately
damage our brand.

NOTE
High-resolution colour-correct logos are
available for downloading from the online
branding toolkit.

no parking

aerobics
Do not modify or create extended
versions of the logos.

Online branding toolkit:		
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit

You must always
retain the original
proportions when
resizing the logo.

Do not squeeze or
expand the logos.
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Incorrect use of the logo

www.ox.ac.uk

High-resolution
colour-correct
logos are available
from the online
branding toolkit.

Do not use lowquality versions.

Do not change the colour, tint/fade or create outline versions of the logo.

UNIVERSITY

PARKING

Do not use the keyline
version on light or
white backgrounds.

Do not use the
non-keyline version
of the brand marks
on dark backgrounds.

Do not copy the
logo by creating
other logos or
identifiers with
visual identity
elements.

Do not add
text within the
exclusion zone.

Do not extract the word ‘Oxford’
from the logos. It is a specially
drawn font and cannot be used
in isolation.

‘OXFORD’ is a
rights-protected
font for exclusive
use within the
Oxford logo.
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Oxford blue
The colour associated with the University is 		
Oxford blue, which is recognised worldwide as
our identifying colour.
Oxford blue needs to match Pantone 282 in the
official colour chart (with the suffix C, U or M
depending on whether coated, uncoated or matt
coated paper stock is used for print items).
Pantone 282 can be specified as a special ink or
created from these breakdowns of the process
colours (CMYK) or screen colours (RGB) as required.
Oxford blue or black (where blue is not available)
are the only colours to be used for the logo.

Oxford blue colour reproduction

Colour name
Oxford blue
(Pantone 282)

Process (CMYK)
C=100
M=80
Y=0
K=60
Screen (RGB)
R=0
G=33
B=71

20

Always specify
Pantone 282 or the
equivalent CMYK
print or RGB digital
colour breakdowns.
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Complementary colours
A wide palette of preferred colours has been selected
to complement Oxford blue (Pantone 282). This is
not an exhaustive list and there may be times when
another colour might be used, such as to complement
a particular photo.
These complementary colours can be used for a
wide variety of graphic design elements including
backgrounds and typography.
For practical reasons, the colours in this table have
been printed in CMYK colours (rather than Pantonespecific inks) while colour breakdowns are provided for
CMYK (print) and RGB (online) use.
NOTE
Where you need to specify a Pantone colour for print,
you need to provide the appropriate suffix C, U or M
after the Pantone number, depending on whether the
colour is to be printed on coated, uncoated or matt
coated paper stock.

The colours shown throughout this toolkit have not been evaluated by
Pantone, Inc. and may not match the PANTONE Colour Standards.
PANTONE® is the property of Pantone, Inc.

Pantone no

Process (CMYK)

Screen (RGB)

Pantone 279

C=69 M=35 Y=0 K=0

R=72 G=145 B=220

Pantone 291

C=36 M=7 Y=2 K=0

R=158 G=206 B=235

Pantone 5405

C=78 M=51 Y=37 K=13

R=68 G=104 B=125

Pantone 549

C=65 M=27 Y=25 K=1

R=95 G=155 B=175

Pantone 551

C=36 M=12 Y=14 K=0

R=161 G=196 B=208

Pantone 562

C=88 M=34 Y=57 K =14

R=0 G=119 B=112

Pantone 624

C=55 M=23 Y=43 K=1

R=123 G=162 B=150

Pantone 559

C=27 M=7 Y=25 K=0

R=188 G=210 B=195

Pantone 576

C=64 M=25 Y=100 K=7

R=105 G=145 B=59

Pantone 578

C=30 M=6 Y=51 K=0

R=185 G=207 B=150

Pantone 580

C=20 M=4 Y=37 K=0

R=206 G=219 B=175

Pantone 583

C=39 M=17 Y=100 K=1

R=170 G=179 B=0

Pantone 585

C=16 M=3 Y=69 K=0

R=219 G=222 B=114

Pantone 587

C=12 M=2 Y=51 K=0

R=227 G=229 B=151

Pantone 7412

C=16 M=59 Y=96 K=2

R=207 G=122 B=48

Pantone 129

C=4 M=16 Y=84 K=0

R=245 G=207 B=71

Pantone 127

C=6 M=8 Y=66 K=0

R=243 G=222 B=116

Pantone 202

C=31 M=95 Y=67 K=31

R=135 G=36 B=52

Pantone 200

C=18 M=100 Y=83 K=8

R=190 G=15 B=52

Pantone 196

C=6 M=25 Y=10 K=0

R=235 G=196 B=203

Pantone Warm Gray 6

C=36 M=35 Y=38 K=1

R=167 G=157 B=150

Pantone Warm Gray 3

C=22 M=19 Y=23 K=0

R=199 G=194 B=188

Pantone Warm Gray 1

C=11 M=9 Y=12 K=0

R=224 G=222 B=217

Pantone 872 (Gold)

C=0 M=21 Y=60 K=30

not applicable

Pantone 877 (Silver)

C=51 M =40 Y=39 K=4

not applicable
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Foundry Sterling
is available for
download by
University staff from
the online toolkit.

Typography
Commercially printed materials
The primary typeface for commercially printed
materials is Foundry Sterling. This typeface has been
chosen for its clarity and readability and should be
used on all printed materials including leaflets and
brochures.
Complementary typefaces
To allow for a greater degree of variety across
the range of University communications, there
are a number of alternative complementary serif
typefaces, including Minion, Perpetua and Sabon.
Office typefaces
Arial has been selected as an alternative sans serif
typeface for internally produced communications
for its clarity and wide availability. Foundry Sterling
or Arial should therefore be used for such items as
stationery and reports. A complementary serif face,
Minion, can also be used if required.

Oxford typeface

light, book, book italic, medium, demi, bold, extra bold
Complementary typefaces

Minion: regular, italic, bold, bold italic

Perpetua: regular, italic, bold, bold italic
Sabon: roman, italic, bold, bold italic
Office typefaces

Foundry Sterling: book, book italic, medium, bold
Arial: regular, italic, bold, bold italic

Web typefaces
The University’s central webpages, including the
homepage, use PT Sans. This is suggested as a
web-friendly universal typeface that complements
the Oxford typeface, Foundry Sterling.

Minion: regular, italic, bold, bold italic
Web typefaces
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Stationery templates
There are some established design
templates for University of Oxford
stationery including letterheads and
compliment slips. These templates are
available to view and download from
the online branding toolkit.
As you can see in these examples, the
Oxford logo is positioned to the top right
of the letterhead, allowing sufficient
space from the top and right-hand
edges of the A4 sheet. The typeface for
the text elements is Foundry Sterling.
The format for business cards is
landscape, allowing the Oxford logo
to be positioned top right while the
contact details are ranged to the left
of the logo.
Business cards can be produced on your
behalf by the Reprographics Service in
Wellington Square who hold the artwork
template. Visit www.admin.ox.ac.uk/
estates/fm/university_wide_services/
reprographics for more information.
Online branding toolkit:		
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit

Stationery templates

Business cards

NUFFIELD DEPARTMENT OF
CLINICAL MEDICINE

Name

Post description
Old Road, Headington, Oxford OX3 7AG
Tel: +44 (0)1865 000000 Fax: +44 (0)1865 000000
Email: fred.smith@ndm.ox.ac.uk
Web: www.cbf.ox.ac.uk

UNDERGRADUATE
ADMISSIONS AND
OUTREACH

Name

Post description
Undergraduate Admissions Office, Wellington Square, Oxford OX1 2JD
Tel: +44 (0)1865 000000 Mobile: +44 (0)0000 000000
Email: fred.smith@admin.ox.ac.uk
Web: www.uniq.ox.ac.uk

For further
guidance on dual
branding please
see partner brand
guidelines on
page 10.
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Digital communication templates
A range of design templates for Oxford University
digital communications is available, including
standard email and PowerPoint templates.
These templates can be viewed and downloaded
from the online toolkit.
Online branding toolkit:		
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit

PowerPoint templates

Department or office title to go here

Department or office title to go here

Slide presentation
title to go here

Slide presentation
title to go here

Secondary information to go here

Secondary information to go here

Date to go here

Date to go here

Department or office title to go here

Department or office title to go here

Page title to go here

Slide presentation
title to go here
Secondary information to go here
Date to go here

• Bullet point style to look like this
• Bullet point style to look like this and can
go across multiple lines
• Bullet point style to look like this
• Bullet point style to look like this and can
go across multiple lines
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Writing style guidelines
The University of Oxford Style Guide
provides a reference tool for University
staff who need to write and format
documents and is part of the University’s
branding toolkit.
The Style Guide does not tell you how
to write – but it does offer guidance on
grammar and helps ensure consistency
for such elements as punctuation and
capitalisation.
The Style Guide is available online as an
interactive PDF, where it is easy to search
for information and cross-reference
various topics. It can also be downloaded
and printed off as required.
www.ox.ac.uk/styleguide

Writing guidelines
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Photography
Photographs have a vital role to play in many of the
publications we produce. A photo can get a message
across quickly and effectively, so it is important that
it says what you need it to. Your choice of image in
terms of its content, style and mood depends on the
impression you are trying to achieve and the message
you wish to convey.

Oxford University Images

There are also various technical aspects that you need
to consider when selecting or creating photographs,
so we provide comprehensive online guidelines. The
online toolkit covers the use of library shots, briefing
professional photographers and ensuring you use
the correct file type and resolution for successful
reproduction in print or online.
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit/photography
High-quality photographs of the University are
available to view at Oxford University Images and new
images are added on a regular basis. These photographs
are available to departments and colleges at heavily
discounted rates for use in publications and on the web.
A small selection of images is available to download
free of charge.
www.oxforduniversityimages.com
NOTE
The digital file sizes for print-based images need to be
much larger (300dpi) than those required for online
display (72dpi). Please make sure you use the correct
image resolution for effective reproduction.
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Design matters
You need to ensure that any design project
you are involved in is carried out to a
professional standard. That means it needs
to be produced by experienced designers
working with industry-standard design
software.

Design Studio

Oxford University departments and
colleges can take advantage of an internal
design service that produces items such as
brochures, leaflets and posters as well as
integrated print and digital campaigns.
To find out more about how the University
of Oxford Design Studio can help with your
publicity and marketing requirements please
visit our website.
www.ox.ac.uk/designstudio
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Ceremonial belted crest
The belted crest is a traditional device featuring
elements from the arms of the University
including three crowns and an open book with
the motto ‘Dominus illuminatio mea’ (the Lord
is my light) contained within a buckled belt.

The use of the belted
crest is restricted and
generally confined
to ceremonial
applications.

Colour variations

For ceremonial uses the belted crest can be used
on its own. These include such items as invitation
cards, certificates, place cards and menus.
Three colours are permitted for the belted crest:
Oxford blue, gold or white. The gold should
ideally be a special metallic ink (Pantone 872).
The four-colour breakdown for the colour gold
is specified as: C=0 M=21 Y=60 K=30.
A black version of the belted crest exists but
should only be used when setting up a document
to be printed by the University Reprographics
Office, when the logo is then printed in Oxford
blue or gold, or for legal agreements.
Other, limited uses of the ceremonial crest will
be considered on a case-by-case basis by the
Design and Publications Office.
NOTE
Careful judgement should always be used when
deciding whether to use the belted crest instead
of the Oxford logo. If you are in any doubt about
the appropriate use of the belted crest, contact
the Design and Publications Office for guidance.
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Exclusion zone

Examples of use

0.5x

The Vice-Chancellor
requests the pleasure of the company of

0.5x

0.5x

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
at Rhodes House
on Wednesday XX June 2014
7.00 for 7.30pm
Dress: Business suit or full academic dress
Gowns are only worn by current members of the University

0.5x

x

RSVP to:
Xx Xxxxx Xxxxxxx
Email: xxxx@xxxx.xx.xx Telephone: XXXX XXXXXXX

ENCAENIA

•
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Online branding toolkit
There is an online version of these visual identity
guidelines at www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit.

Online branding toolkit

This is where you will find templates, logos and
typefaces as well as links to Oxford University
Images, the Style Guide and the Design Studio.
It is the first port of call for any projects
carried out by external designers or anyone 		
who produces their own print-based or online
communications.
However, if you require professional assistance
in the design and production of your marketing
and communications material, please contact the
University of Oxford Design Studio who will be
happy to help you.
www.ox.ac.uk/designstudio

Online branding toolkit:		
www.ox.ac.uk/toolkit
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Further information
These visual identity guidelines have been produced
by the Public Affairs Directorate, May 2014, and replace
the Printing Brand Guidelines Second Edition.
Please contact the Design and Publications Office 		
for any additional information.

Design and Publications Office
Public Affairs Directorate
University of Oxford
University Offices
Wellington Square
Oxford OX1 2JD
Tel: 01865 280545
Email: publications@admin.ox.ac.uk
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Printed by Oxuniprint on
paper from responsible
sources. Please recycle
after use.

Feedback
We hope these guidelines
demonstrate how the
visual identity elements can
work together, in fresh and
interesting ways, to create
materials that reflect the
University brand.
Your feedback on how useful
these guidelines have been
would be most welcome.
Please email your comments to
publications@admin.ox.ac.uk
or send this page to the Design
and Publications Office.

